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General Notes 
These lessons are designed to be completed one per week.  All lessons assume the teacher has watched or 
attended a Teaching Writing: Structure and Style seminar. 

Student Resource Notebook (SRN):  I’ve attempted to include pages’ numbers and titles whenever a 
topic/word list is referenced in the Student Resource Notebook.  Many of the grammar lessons in the SRN 
do not line up with a specific lesson in this book.  I usually use those on the weeks when we have extra 
time or I see a need in the class.  The SRN is available as a PDF download with every theme-based text 
you purchase from IEW.  I hope to make it easier for you to utilize it. 

Style Lessons 

Some of the style lessons contain quick modeling/practice exercises.  The most effective practice exercise 
for the style techniques, though, is to have the student take one of his completed paragraphs and either 
find where he has already included this technique or add it into the paragraph.  If he’s already used one, 
congratulate him:  “See, you know how to do this already.  It won’t be hard to include one in every 
paragraph.”  If he hasn’t used it, model how to locate a good spot to insert it without taking away from the 
rest of the paragraph. 

We used the following resources in compiling the source texts in this book.  You may find it helpful to 
have these on hand for additional resources or fact-checking.  Specific resources for individual lessons are 
listed with that lesson.  Students will also be reading Jules Verne’s Journey to the Center of the Earth and 
completing a critique on it in Lesson 29. 

How Stuff Works. http://www.howstuffworks.com  

NASA (website). http://www.nasa.gov/  

Rogers, Kirsteen, et al. The Usborne Internet-Linked Science Encyclopedia. London: Usborne Publishing 

Ltd., 2002. 

Woodford, Chris and Jon Woodcock. Cool Stuff 2.0 and How It Works. New York: Dorling Kindersley, 

2007. 

Woodford, Chris, et al. Cool Stuff and How It Works. New York: Dorling Kindersley, 2005. 

When teaching bibliographic citation, you’ll need to use an author’s name.  All articles contained in the 
Rockets, Radar, & Robotics Student Book were written by Nathanael Olander. Sam
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Scope and Sequence 

Lesson Unit Topic Structure and Style 

1 Units  
1–2 

Powering Technology: 
batteries, solar power 

Teach key word outlining (KWO). 
Review sentence capitalization, punctuation, 
and structure. 

2   Touchscreens Reinforce KWO and sentence structure;  
banned words and adjectives 

3   Virtual Keyboards Reinforce KWO and paragraphs; 
banned verbs 

4   Silent Flight Reinforce KWO and paragraphing;  
introduce -ly words 

5 Unit 3 Bat, Birds, and Beasts Teach Story Sequence Chart; 

review adjectives and verbs. 

6   The Lion and the Mouse Review Story Sequence Chart;  
introduce who/which; teach how to create  
a title. 

7   Imponderable Porquoi Review Story Sequence Chart,  
-ly words, and who/which. 

8 Unit 4 iPods in the Military  
 

Introduce summarizing references, paragraph 
structure; topic/clincher; single paragraph to 
single paragraph 

9   Radar, part 1 Multiple paragraphs to single paragraph; 
teach www.asia.wub clause. 

10   Radar, part 2 Multiple paragraphs to multiple paragraphs; 
teach subject opener and -ly opener. 

11   Lasers, part 1 Multiple paragraphs to multiple paragraphs; 
teach www.asia.wub opener. 

12   Lasers, part 2 Multiple paragraphs to multiple paragraphs; 
report structure; topic/clincher; teach VSS. 

13 Unit 5 A Floating Bed Teach Unit 5 structure.  

14   Gekkomat Review Unit 5 structure; add -ing opener. 
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Lesson Unit Topic Structure and Style 

15   Student generated Review Unit 5 structure; practice -ing opener. 

16 Unit 6 Teach Unit 6 skills: fusing multiple sources. 
Introduce multi-lesson project. 

17   Review Unit 6 structure and skills;  
teach prepositional opener. 

18    

19   

Rockets Research Project 

Teach transitional sentence opener. 

20 Unit 7 Inventions of the Past, 
part 1 

Teach notes from the brain. 

21   Inventions of the Past,  
part 2 

Teach introductions and conclusions;  
teach fragment as opener. 

22   Invention Essay Teach advanced techniques: decorations; 
question as opener 

23   Teach super-essay structure;  
bibliography 

24   Practice decorations and triples. 

25   Teach teeter-totters. 

26 Prepare 
for Unit 9. 

Teach structure: super-intro and super-concl. 
Prepare students for oral presentation. 

27   

Research Project: 
Robotics Essay 

Practice public speaking. 

28 Unit 9 A Telephonic 
Conversation 

Teach Unit 9 structure;  
critique vocabulary 

29  Journey to the Center of 
the Earth  

 

30  Sci-Fi Radio Drama or 
Movie 
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Mrs. Olander 

September 1, 2011 

Lesson 1 

Sample Paper 

When you type a paper for this class, please use this format.  Use Times New Roman or a similar, 

easy-to-read font in size 11 or 12.  Please do not use old fashioned, fancy, or techie fonts.  Additionally, 

please do not use colored inks.  Black is best.  Notice the space between the lines of this paragraph.  That 

means it is double-spaced.  Please set your paper to double spacing, as discussed below, rather than 

pressing enter at the end of each line. In between paragraphs, simply press enter once. 

To set up your computer to automatically double space, 

you’ll need to locate the option to format your paragraph.  In 

that menu or window, you should find an option for paragraph 

spacing.  Please set it to 2 or double spacing.  In Word 2007 or 

later, it is on the 

ribbon here. When 

you click on this, it will drop down a menu with numbers.  

Choose 2.0. 

 

 If you have an earlier version of Word, it might be on a 

menu with a window that looks like this.  This box should be 

set to “Double.” 
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Lesson 3 

TWSS Segment: Unit 1.  DVD 1 (entire); Stylistic Techniques, DVD 2: 1–58:41 

Handout: SRN pp. 19–23 (Strong Verbs); p. 8 (Short Reports/Essays) on cardstock if possible 

Lesson 4 
TWSS Segment: Unit 1.  DVD 1 (entire); Stylistic techniques, DVD 2: 1–58:41 

Handout: SRN, pp. 24–27 (-ly Words  [Adverbs]) 

Some thoughts on -ly words:  Some writers’ guides and grammar/style handbooks claim that most 
adverbs are unnecessary.  If that is the case, I’m puzzled that they are still in use.  Our language is 
amazingly adept at weeding out those words which are no longer needed.  The argument is as follows:  If 
you use a strong verb, an adverb only weakens it because it is redundant.  Unfortunately they do not often 
go on to give any well-formed examples with adverbs. One book I have found immensely helpful in my 
teaching of style is The Lively Art of Writing by Lucile Vaughn Payne.  She has a chapter on expanding 
sentences that clearly illustrates the process of adding style.  

Note:  “Silent flight” is also used to refer to model airplanes and gliders, as well as commercial and 
military airplanes with reduced noise. 

Lesson 5 
TWSS Segment:  Unit 3.  DVD 2, Unit 3 segment to end 

Handout:  SRN p. 10 (The Basic Report/Essay) on cardstock if possible 

Students may struggle with the transition from Units 1/2 to Unit 3 as they are no longer taking notes from 
every sentence.  Be sure to watch the TWSS and Tips DVDs for this section, so you can understand and 
have fun teaching this unit.   

In Tips and Tricks, Andrew suggests giving a test for the questions on the Story Sequence Chart.  I’ve 
done oral tests as students leave the classroom:  Each one is given a question and can’t leave until it is 
answered correctly.  At home, with my own kids, they are given daily trivia questions that must be 
answered before lunch time.  Use any of these methods, or one of your own, to reinforce the questions.  
Practice makes permanent. 

I’ve included my sample of “The Shepherd Boy and the Wolf” (see pp. 11–12).  I can see lots of 
possibilities for this fable in terms of making it up to date or connecting with technology.  Perhaps change 
the wolf to a computer virus?  And the boy to a hacker?  Or maybe use the Y2K bug example.  Those who 
were alive and computing at that time were extremely nervous on December 31, 1999.  But nothing 
happened.  I’ve heard people refer to other potential disasters as, “Will this be another Y2K?” 

In relation to the bat and the birds, perhaps you could change the conflict into a war between the PCs and 
the Macs, or between two other camps in the technology world where someone could be neither. 
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Lesson 23 
TWSS Disc 6 

Handouts:  SRN pp. 14–18 (The Super Essay Model and following); Essay Planning Form (See this e-
book p. 25; the page also appears in the Student Book.) 

This unit is of utmost importance to all students at all levels, as this is the type of writing they will be 
doing for the majority of their academic careers.  Spend as much time as needed on each lesson, 
especially on the planning and research, stretching each lesson over multiple weeks if needed.  

Practice planning with the question (What are robotics, and in what areas of life are they proving effective 
and useful?  How are they used in these areas?) after reading an article on robotics.   

Thesis Statement Practice  

Robotics are (or are not) the next innovation that will (or will not) change our way of life.  Engineers are 
developing robotic applications for industry/scientific research/space exploration/everyday 
life/medicine/education.   These developments mean that------ 

Possible paragraph topics include:  Lego Mindstorms, Robots in the Military, Robots in Medicine, Robots 
in our Homes?, Robots Replacing Workers, Robots in Space. 

Note:  If at all possible, allow students to conduct their own research using an Internet research database 
through your local library.  Our district library allows users access from their home computer through the 
website to products by the Gale Group.  For this project, I searched the term Robotics and received 84 
articles, with the majority of them being within the last two years.  Most of them were from publications 
written for students but with cutting edge information.  If you can, take them to the library, or bring the 
library to you via its website.  In the past, I've asked our librarians to create a workshop for my classes on 
the specific topic we are researching.  Depending on how homeschool-friendly your library is, they are 
usually happy to oblige. 

Note on using websites as sources:  Most students this age are not discerning when it comes to using the 
Internet for research.  You will have to guide them if you are going to allow them to use websites in their 
research.  At this age, I prefer to distribute the websites to my students and have them use pre-selected, 
pre-approved websites, rather than letting them loose with a keyboard and Google.  As with anything on 
the web, make sure you are monitoring your student’s use. 

Websites We’ve Used in This Class 

www.roboticstrends.com  This site also has premium content, but what is available for free is more than 
enough for this level. 
 
http://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/robotics/overview.jsp 
  
http://web.mit.edu/museum/exhibitions/robots.html 
 
http://www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/robotics/home/index.html 
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www.howstuffworks.com (search robotics) 
 

Lesson 24 
TWSS Disc 4 (end) for Triple Extensions 

Handout: SRN p. 50 (Triple Extensions) 

Students will need to begin reading Jules Verne’s Journey to the Center of the Earth in Lesson 26. 

Lesson 25 
Handout: page 27 of these Teacher’s Notes (Stylistic Techniques – Practice) 

If at all possible, spend time in class reading/editing student’s work.  While you are reading papers, have 
them practice style techniques with a partner, write their introductions and conclusions, or work on 
revising their paragraphs.  

To practice stylistic techniques, bring in a list of short, boring sentences.  Use page 27 of these Teacher’s 
Notes (For your answer key, see Suggestions, p. 28.), or IEW Families Yahoo Group files contain a great 
list.  Distribute the handout, and have students include as many stylistic techniques as possible.  Reward 
them for the most in a sentence, for the silliest, etc. 

Next lesson, students will need to begin reading Jules Verne’s Journey to the Center of the Earth. 

Lesson 26 
Again, spend time in class revising/editing their paragraphs.  Have students write their introductions, 
conclusions, and super-intros and conclusions.  They may also read their essays aloud to one another, and 
you can have them work on peer editing.  This activity can be very intimidating for students not 
accustomed to it, so unless they’ve been doing peer editing already this year, don’t attempt it now when 
your attention will be elsewhere.   

Another option is to have them bring and begin reading Journey to the Center of the Earth by Jules 
Verne, which you’ll be critiquing in Lesson 29.  According to the novel’s length, you must give reading 
assignments, so students can finish the book by Lesson 29. 

I often have one or two students who struggle with the process of putting all the essays together into one 
document.  Inevitably, I will receive a super-essay with the super-introduction and conclusion on one 
page, then each separate essay.  Make sure the student understands how to put these all together into one 
document.  It is up to you whether they include headings between each essay. 

On page 29 of these Teacher’s Notes, study “On Public Speaking,” information taken from the Teaching 
Writing: Structure and Style Seminar Workbook by Andrew Pudewa. Today, go over your expectations 
for students’ oral presentations. (See the suggested Presentation Grade Sheet on page 30.) 
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